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Phacoemulsification simulators 

• It has been well known that 

a well-constructed 

curriculum prior to cataract 

surgery has been shown to 

decrease complications and 

surgical time

Rogers, G. M., Oetting, T. A., Lee, A. G., Grignon, C., Greenlee, E., Johnson, A. T., . . . Carter, K. (2009). Impact of a structured 
surgical curriculum on ophthalmic resident cataract surgery complication rates. J Cataract Refract Surg, 35(11), 1956-1960. 
doi:10.1016/j.jcrs.2009.05.046



Study that looked at sentinel events (complications such as 

capsular ruptures or retained lens fragments before and after 

a curriculum change

Found that after an enhanced surgical curriculum (wet lab 

training, feedback, practice), sentinel event rates DECREASED 



Limitations of traditional wet labs

• Wet labs offer less uniformity and 
are unfavorable due to high 
recurring costs 

• Utilize non-reusable materials 

• Variability in staffing, curriculum

• Modalities used for practice have 
not been useful:
– Pig eyes have thick, flexible lens 

capsules and deep, soft lens nuclei 
which makes capsulorhexis and 
quadrant removal difficult to teach 

– Human eyes often have cloudy 
corneas that are only suitable for 
wound construction and suturing.



What a simulator needs

• Reliable

• Reproducible of the surgical 
environment/eye

• Dedicated curriculum with 
checkpoints

• Highly efficient 



Augmented Reality Simulators

• Can arguably provide a safe 

interface for repetition and 

practice for novice surgeons

• Effectively reproduce a surgical 

environment and complications 

• Can be reusable and cheaper in 

the long run vs wet labs



What are the benefits in AR simulators

• Multiple reviews that showed an improvement in 

surgical time with phacoemulsification

• Also showed a statistically significant decrease in 

complication rates! 



Decrease in surgical times 

• Retrospective cohort study of operative times of 

routine phacoemulsification cataract surgeries 

performed by 29 different third-year residents 

rotating at one academic institution



Decrease in surgical times





Decrease in complication rates
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The EyeSi

• Standard phaco setup with model 
eye (good haptic feedback) and 
pedals

• Split into modules starting off 
with targeted “tasks” in the eye 
moving to a full phaco

• Can adjust settings

• Kit comes with 3 instruments 
that can be “toggled” to other 
instruments (chopper, phaco,etc)



The EyeSi

• Not very forgiving – need to keep 
the eye in primary gaze while also 
being mindful of instruments

• Accuracy and precision are 
“graded” and a trainee can only 
continue the course if they pass 
the module

• Allows for the understanding of 
basic cataract movements such 
as the rhexis and chopping



The EyeSi

Pros 

• Has a vitreo-retinal 

attachment 

• Literature has been 

very favorable

• Good haptic feedback 

Cons

• Prohibitively expensive

• May not be applicable to 

ALL surgical settings 

(MSICS)

• Requires significant time 

to complete curriculum 



Looking down the pipeline…



Limitations of Phaco and VR Simulators 
• Maintenance and upkeep may be difficult 

• There’s no substitute for the human eye 
surgery – no data that looked at 
standalone simulators for replacement of 
surgical experience
– Anecdotally probably would not work 

• $$$ - initial investment for simulators can 
be high

• Time may not be built in for busy residency 
training programs 



Summary

• Despite a high initial investment, virtual reality 
simulators provide a highly reproducible and favorable 
patient outcomes for trainees 

• There is a need for further simulators as surgical 
techniques evolve over time 

• Dependable cataract simulators in low resource 
environments are very much needed to address global 
blindness 
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